The School of Public Policy cordially invites you to a public lecture by

**RAINUKA DAGAR**
Director, Gender Studies Unit, Institute for Development and Communication (IDC)

**Addressing Violence Against Women and Girls:**
Challenges for Policy, Practice and Gender Rights

Introduction: **Wolfgang Reinicke**, Dean, School of Public Policy

Moderator: **Andrea Krizsán**, Research Fellow, Center for Policy Studies

**Time:** Tuesday, June 11, 2013, 9.30 a.m.
**Venue:** CEU Monument Building, Room 201

Rainuka Dagar is Director (Research), Gender Studies Unit, at the Institute for Development and Communication (IDC), India and Program Director with Altus Global Alliance. Her work focuses on two separate research fields — gender and justice and democratic governance. In the domain of gender, her engagement is with the study of the politics of gender constructs, gender positioning in multi-cultural societies and gender in conflict dynamics with an application of culturally-sensitive methodologies. Her recent publications include contributions in edited volumes on Rethinking Female Foeticide: Perspective and Issues (2007); Gender Discourse in Elections: Constructing a Constituency? (2011); and a co-authored book on Mapping Criminal Justice Delivery in India (2009). Her book on Female Deselection in India: Deconstructing the Politics of Identity and Violence (2013) is under publication with Routledge.